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CEO's Message

One of the many reasons we decided to publish this newsletter was so we could communicate to our patrons “what’s going on” in and around Valley Wide Cooperative. Our business is ever in a state of change – change that comes and is driven by the unexpected like the weather or the economy – and change that we initiate and plan ourselves. Let me share with you some of that recent activity.

Pocatello Agronomy Plant. This is a new Agronomy Plant that we built on the site of the old FMC Phosphate plant just west of Simplot, in Pocatello. In conjunction with the EPA, FMC and the Power County Development Corp, Valley Ag has built one of the finest and highest capacity facilities ever to serve the producers of Eastern Idaho. This 40,000-ton facility supplies not only the producers in our ever-growing customer base in the area, but also serves to supply our other facilities from Preston to Ashton. This facility came on-line this spring and has already demonstrated its value to the Valley Ag system during this compressed spring season.

To help support this new location, we’ve employed some of the best Crop Advisors in the industry. People like Barry Nelson, Gary Farmer, Larry Lankford and Robert Cook are all part of a great team of people who will help make this plant a success and bring value to the producers in this area.

Valley Country Store – Crossroads Point. This is a new store that opened in late February. It’s a “Travel Plaza” concept that serves both the interstate traveler and the local patron. Located across from the Flying J on highway 93 north of Twin Falls, this location offers 2 large fueling islands to quickly serve cars, trucks, RV’s and semis. The 12,000 sq. ft. interior is open and attractive and is a great place to fuel yourself with a Food Court, Deli, Beverage Island, and all the necessities the traveler might need.

Valley Country Store – Rexburg. It’s hard to believe that this store is 15 years old. The Rexburg store has been one of our best performers and we feel it’s time to re-invest for the next 20 years. Our plans are to remodel both the exterior and interior starting late this summer with phase 1 of the project. The entire project will include expansion of the building to the west, new bathrooms and kitchen, remodeled interior layout and design, and newer and larger pump islands out front.

Valley Agronomics. Recently, Valley Agronomics LLC took on a new partner in Wilco Coop, Mt Angel Oregon. This new partner has a solid performing agronomy department and will bring the needed size and scale to our current Valley Ag operations. Diversity is one of our core strengths at Valley Ag and spreading out into new geographies is a way to enhance that diversity. The Willamette Valley – where most of the new eight agronomy plants are located – is a beautiful and diverse valley in itself. Hops, vineyards, orchards, grass seed, ornamentals, small grains and vegetables are but a few of the 200 various crops grown in the valley. Our trade area now includes all of Utah, Nevada, Western Wyoming, Idaho, Oregon and parts of Washington. While Wilco Coop and Valley Wide Coop remain separate companies, both of these company’s agronomy departments are now what make up Valley Agronomics LLC. Wilco is financially strong and very similar to Valley Wide in its product offering. Talks about completely combining the two companies will be left for some time in the future. In the meantime, we consider them a close partner and cooperative ally.

This is a taste of the many activities going on right now at your cooperative. Valley Wide hangs its hat of success on the fact that we look for ways and opportunities to enhance our current business. Improving facilities, growing our footprint, hiring and keeping the best people are ways that we accomplish this. Your Board and Management team are excited about the future of your Cooperative.

Dave Holtom, CEO
Chairman's Message

In 1887, my great great grandfather, Moses Clark and his wife Annie, moved from Ogden, Utah and bought 40 acres along the Snake River in Eastern Idaho. Each of the first two winters they starved out and had to return to Ogden to work for them to earn money to see them through until the ensuing summer. After the two winters, Moses declared that if he had to go back to Ogden another winter he would remain there and never return to Eastern Idaho because things were too run down when he returned each spring. So from then on they learned to live with the elements.

Another thing that plagued Moses and Annie as they settled were the mosquitoes. They would get so bad around the first of July that many of the families in the area would take their stock, load up their wagons, go up into the mountains of Swan Valley and camp out for several weeks. They did this for a few years, but when they returned each time, their chickens would be lost and all the crops would be burned from lack of water. They couldn't afford to leave anymore so they learned to live with the mosquitoes. I admire the hard work and determination. My ancestors had to overcome challenges that made it possible for me to do what I love to do today.

The cooperative was started nearly a hundred years ago by farmers, like my ancestors, who saw the challenges of getting the needed farm supplies to make their operations work. They found as they came together to buy in bulk, they could get their farm supplies at a better price. They saw strengths and efficiencies in combining with other cooperatives and as a result, we have the cooperative that we have today. Many things have changed through the years, such as what is grown and how it is grown, and Valley Wide has adapted over time with the farmers to meet the needs of today. The cooperatives mission statement is "To provide quality products and services at a value both the company and customer enjoy. We do this with respect to the communities we do business in and the environments we impact." Like in the past, we are still striving to provide those needed farm supplies to make your operations successful.

We continue to face challenges, though the challenges that we face as farmers today are far different than what my ancestors went through. Valley Wide wants to be a partner and a resource through those challenges. Believe me, when there are ups and downs in the markets, or factors such as weather that affect your operations, the cooperative feels it. Since Valley Wide's success relies on your success, we are committed to help overcome whatever challenge your operations face, because we are in this together.
By Jason Pollard

The year 1966 brought U.S. inflation to a staggering height as part of the effect to continue funding the war in Vietnam. Both the U.S. and USSR were in a race to put the first person on the moon. The most popular music groups at this time included the Beach Boys, the Rolling Stones, and the Beatles. For Idaho 1966 brought about the creation of United Coop, which was a result of a merger between the Minidoka Coop Supply which began in 1937 and the Mini Cassia Marketing Coop which was formed in 1947.

United Coop was based out of Rupert, Idaho and served the residents of the area by providing services in a petroleum bulk plant, farm store, automotive service center, tire shop, and agronomy plant that was added in 1976. The agronomy plant was originally purchased from Cenex located in Paul. All of these services provided for the local farmers their one stop shopping and services without needing to go to a different location.

United Coop began with seven board of directors, who were dedicated to the growth and the success of United.

As time passed, the coop saw a need to continue to grow and expand, purchasing other existing companies such as the Full Circle Supply of Burley in 1987, the Uscola Oil Company in 1996, and the US Steel Intermountain Farmers Agronomy Plant in 1998. Finally, a complete store remodel took place in 1997 adding fuel islands at the current Valley Country Store, that is situated in the original Coop office.

United Coop is an integral part of the Valley Wide Cooperative history. United Coop merged with Valley Wide in 2005 to create a stronger base for the members of the area. United Coop was no stranger to growing and they foresaw an opportunity to continue to provide products and services at affordable prices for the members of the area. These historical roots are the roots of Valley Wide Cooperative.
By Jason Pollard

As early as the 1900’s, the Callen family has been very involved in the Jerome Community homestead part of the land south of the interstate. Great Grandfather Callen owned a Livery in the area that took care of the horses when people would pass through the area, feeding and watering them as they needed. He also had land that he farmed in conjunction with the Livery. From that time Grandpa Tom Callen, and the late Father Jerry Callen Sr., have both worked the land and helped contribute to the success of where it is today. Currently, Great Grand-Sons Jerry Callen Jr. and his Brother Tim Callen are still farming the same farm land as when it was first homestead, with several differences being equipment and more land being farmed.

Today the farm is better known as Triple C farms and began under the two brother’s ownership in 2000. They are currently farming 3,200 acres from Wendell Idaho to Burley Idaho, producing a variety of crops such as potatoes, corn, alfalfa, and wheat. They employ 7 full time employees and another 4 during the harvest. The Callen’s stay very busy making sure they can get their crops produced and maximized in a reasonable amount of time. Since the weather is uncontrollable it is always a challenge, especially this year. Due to the amount of snow that was received, the Callen’s were not able to start planting as early as they have been able to in the past. While this is not the only challenge the Callen’s Face, this was expressed by Jerry Jr as one of the bigger challenges of the year.

Jerry Callen Jr. says of the work, “Monday’s are my favorite day of the week because everyone is ready to go and I love what I do. I can’t wait to get back to work on Monday.” He goes on to tell us that because the Callen family has been in the area for such a long time they have a vested interest in continuing to support Jerome. Triple C Farms purchase ag supplies from the Valley Country Store, and some fuels and lubes. “Valley has always been competitive and helped us do the same. Currently with the Valley Ag division they are providing us with cutting edge technology in Precision Ag and it has helped our business operate” stated Jerry Callen Jr. Some of the programs that Triple C is using include Variable Rate Application, Satellite Imagery, Chemicals, Seed and several others. These programs are in place to provide assistance for farmers like Triple C Farms to maximize their yields.
Continuing to find ways to improve their current operation and working with Valley Wide Cooperative they are able to make those changes whether it is pricing on farm equipment and supplies, fertilizer, seed, or fuels and lubes for their equipment to continue running, they understand what being part of a Cooperative means. The Cooperative has been in place since 1920 and like the Callen family who have been farming, supporting, and a part of the Jerome area since the early 1900’s, the coop is a part of not only their day to day business but also their lives by providing services and products to help grow their farm operations.
After working side by side, two co-ops finally combine
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In November 2016, Valley Agronomics announced its plan to help its growers in southern Idaho and Utah stay competitive. Now, through a combined joint venture with Wilco-Winfield, the cooperative is expanding its influence throughout the Pacific Northwest.
As of the new year, Valley Agronomics LLC is realizing the truism that two is better than one.

In early November 2016, the agronomy division of Valley Wide Cooperative, a grower-owned cooperative in southern Idaho and Utah, announced it would be combining with Wilco-Winfield, a joint venture between Winfield Solutions LLC, a national distributor of seed and crop protection products, and Wilco, an agricultural supply cooperative located in the Willamette Valley in Oregon.

The new joint venture, under Valley Agronomics’ name, is a way for the two cooperatives to remain relevant in the ever-competitive agronomy sector.

“We’re looking to combine the resources of these two strong companies,” says Richard Lloyd, general manager of Valley Agronomics. “By utilizing our strengths, we can increase our level of expertise among our teams, expand in some geographies that we are not servicing today and help the growers we currently work with by absorbing some of their risks.”
Neighbors in ag

The idea of the joint venture is only a few years old, but Valley Wide Cooperative and Wilco have worked in parallel for over a decade, servicing neighboring regions in the Pacific Northwest through similar arrangements with Winfield, the agronomy division of Land O’Lakes, one of the largest agricultural cooperatives in the country.

Both of those arrangements stem back to 2006, when the cooperatives formed separate joint ventures with Winfield: Wilco formed Wilco-Winfield, the co-ops agronomy service; and Valley Wide Cooperative formed Valley Agronomics, its own agronomy division, which has a focus on precision agronomics, water and soil testing, and seed and grain handling.

In both cases, the logic of partnering with Winfield was to get better deals on all farming inputs, from seed to fertilizer, and also to whisk in a technology-oriented approach among growers. In the case of Valley Agronomics, the co-op was able to help growers of potatoes, sugar beets, onions and mint in southern Idaho and Utah employ variable rate crop protection, crop nutrient and seeding techniques.

“Now, instead of using one application mix for the entire field, we can variable rate sometimes six or seven products based on what that part of the field actually needs and by doing that we’re seeing growers raise better crops and they are being better stewards for the environment because they are not under or over applying,” Lloyd says.
Actagro is pleased to congratulate Valley Agronomics LLC on their outstanding feature in the US Business Executive

Actagro is proud to partner with this admirable company in maximizing operational inputs, efficiency and results.

As a science-based technology provider, Actagro delivers a broad range of highly effective soil and plant health solutions via our proprietary Actagro Organic Acids™ Technology Platform™.

For almost a decade, aligning our product offering with Valley Agronomics and their goals to ensure success, has been a distinct pleasure and crucial aspect of our mission and vision.

Soil & Plant Health Technology Solutions™
www.actagro.com

In Oregon and Washington, Wilco-Winfield was able to bring similar techniques to hazelnut, hay and potato farmers.

By combining their resources in this new joint venture, Lloyd says Valley Agronomics and Wilco-Winfield will be able to bring more technology and savings to growers.

Because once Wilco, with its seven locations across Oregon and Washington, combines with Valley Agronomics’ 14 locations in Idaho and Utah, the new partnership can demand even better prices on all its seed and crop protection products, savings they can then pass on to their growers and customers.

“By being partners and co-owners of our joint venture, as we successfully secure customers and growers and provide them with value in the long term; we’ll all share in the profits,” says Lloyd.

The joint venture will also allow Valley Agronomy to diversify because Wilco’s farmers add new crops to the cooperative, such as hazelnuts, making it more resilient in the face of crop failures.
Actagro® is a premier developer, manufacturer, and marketer of environmentally sustainable soil and plant health technology solutions that enhance value for our customers globally. As a science-based technology provider, we deliver a broad range of highly effective solutions via our proprietary Actagro Organic Acids® Technology Platform™. Actagro® Products are ideal for growers interested in comprehensive crop programs designed to maximize productivity and return on investment.

For more than 35 years Actagro® has been and continues to be committed to the development of high quality, highly effective products. Actagro® products are historically proven by both field experience and research work. The key to their efficiency is the unique formulation and manufacturing of Actagro Organic Acids® and today, Actagro® staff stand as the industry’s leaders in organic acids technology.

Soil & Plant Health Technology Solutions™
www.actagro.com

15 Locations To Serve You!
Combining to thrive

According to Lloyd, in the agriculture sector, these benefits are just a few reasons why cooperatives form these kinds of partnerships.

For instance, he’s seen some publicly traded companies look at mergers as a way of consolidating overhead by cutting costs and services.

“But I don’t believe that’s great for the farmer or the agriculture business overall,” he says. For him, that attitude means the companies and cooperatives are only addressing short-term concerns, such as the company’s quarterly report.

Valley Agronomics sees its joint venture as an opportunity to grow in size and relevance, “and compete with potentially more challenging circumstances and margins,” Lloyd says.

By expanding into more states, the cooperative envisions opening new offices and potentially hiring more staff as it attracts additional members, while at the same time giving a more personalized approach to its current growers.

“The driving factor of our businesses ventures has always been: we want to be the very best at what we do,” says Lloyd. “We have a very close relationship with our growers because we are grower-owned, and more importantly, grower focused. We want to do a great job as far as being able to provide valuable services to our customers.”
Shoshone, Idaho – Valley Wide Cooperative and Valley Agronomics LLC, with matching funds from Land O’Lakes, donated a total of $10,000 to Saddle Up Lincoln County, a non-profit organization in Lincoln County. The money will be used in the improvement and beautification of the Mary L Gooding Memorial Park in Shoshone, Idaho. Specifically, the playground will be created so as to include a new toddler area, with a brand new swing set with infant and kid swings. The new playground will be able to accommodate both disabled and non-disabled children. It will include new play equipment such as slides, a rock climbing wall and more.

Saddle Up is a publicly supported, tax-exempt organization dedicated to making life better for the people of Lincoln County by accumulating, managing, and distributing charitable contributions to programs and/or projects associated with education, human services, environment, youth, civic improvement, the arts and various other interests.

Individuals left to right:
Linda Boguslewski (Lincoln County Probation), Dena Mabbutt (City Clerk), Rosa bravo, Vern Johnson (Saddle Up Lincoln County Rep), Payson Reese (Council Member), Mike Wallace (City Council Member & Valley Country Store), Tom Daniels (Valley Wide Coop Propane), Jason Pollard (Valley Wide Coop Marketing Manager), Clair Granquist (Shoshone Park Renovation Director), Dan Pierson (Shoshone Mayor), Debbie Pierson, Ciara Naylor (Deputy Clerk), Crestley McConnell (County Commissioner), Karma Posey (Valley Country Store Manager), Roy Hubert (County Commissioner)
Volunteering is good for your soul. Now it turns out that it’s also good for your health and your career. Research done by a corporation based out of Washington D.C. reveals that charitable work will actually make the heart grow stronger. The study found that those people who had coronary artery disease who participated in service or other charitable volunteer work after experiencing a heart attack actually reported a reduction in despair and depression.

Valley Wide Cooperative offers a program that blends career development with philanthropic and community oriented goals. All employees are given a chance in one form or another to give back to the community whether it is washing windshields and pumping gas or flipping a burger at one of our events.

Throughout the year Valley Wide Cooperative finds ways to give back to the community like the Saddle Up Lincoln County, which provided funds to help build a community park in Shoshone, Idaho. Valley Wide Cooperative is also giving back to both the Burley and Jerome K9 units funding their program to bring in more K9 units. We also participate in smaller donations like a non-monetary donation giving product from our Retail stores for silent auctions, fundraisers, and community programs.

As a cooperative we have been established for the success of the communities we do business with, and Valley Wide Cooperative will continue to give back to non-profit organizations helping them become successful. We challenge the companies, the people, and members that we are affiliated with to find a way this year to give back and be more charitable. As we work together, we will continue to build a bright and successful future allowing our youth to understand the importance of service.
Rupert, Idaho – Valley Wide Cooperative and Valley Agronomics LLC, with matching funds from Land O’ Lakes, donated $3,000 to the Mini-Cassia Shelter for Women and Children. The money will be used to help with the operational costs of the shelter and allow it to stay open. The Mini Cassia Location provides shelter and basic care needs, and is currently helping four families in the area. Once a person/family is ready to leave, the shelter helps them with finding safe housing, and provides for some basic household items. “As a community it is important to support these types of non-profit organizations creating a safe haven for those individuals in need” stated Jason Pollard Director of Marketing for Valley Wide Cooperative & Valley Agronomics.

The Mini-Cassia Shelter for Women and Children provides intervention and prevention for individuals experiencing domestic, dating, or sexual abuse, or stalking. Although the shelter usually helps protect women and children, men who are seeking refuge from abuse may also use the facility and services.

Individuals left to right: Laura Studer (Rupert Valley Country Store Lead), Samantha Lopez (Rupert Valley Country Store Manager), Lynda Brennen (Mini-Cassia Shelter Director), Jason Pollard (Valley Wide Marketing Manager), Tom Daniels (Valley Wide Propane)

Since 1920 Valley Wide Cooperative has been helping farmers and ranchers build their homes and businesses through dedication and expertise. Valley Wide Cooperative is involved in every community we are a part of, and we are helping to cultivate and strengthen the current and next generation of farmers.

For more information, please visit: http://www.valley-widecoop.com or https://www.landolakesinc.com/
Veterinary Feed Directive
By Shaun Parkinson

On January 1st of this year a new rule or law came into effect that dictates how the livestock feed industry handles certain medicated feed products. The Food and Drug Administration’s Center for Veterinary Medicine issued the final rule in June of 2015, but the end goal of the new rule has been in the works for many years. In 1996 Congress passed the Animal Drug Availability Act, which created the term Veterinary Feed Directive, while at the time it was directed to only a few drugs that had very specific uses and required the supervision of a Veterinarian. The drugs that fell under this rule also were medically important to human health. With the rising concern over antibiotic resistant bacteria the FDA felt they needed to step up their activities to slow down the use of antibiotics. This is where the Veterinary Feed Directive or VFD rule comes in, it regulates the use of “medically important” antibiotics that are administered via feed or water. The term medically important applies to those drugs that are used both for human use and animal use, some examples of these would be Chlortetracycline (CTC) and Tylan.

Besides labeling these medically important drugs as VFDs the FDA also has put in place some new requirements in how the medications are used. First and foremost, it has placed the use of the VFD drugs under the supervision of a licensed Veterinarian. The Veterinarian is required to have a relationship with the livestock producer, and will issue the VFD under specific feeding guidelines, which include a feed rate and duration of time the VFD can be fed. The FDA has also removed the ability to feed VFDs for the purpose of promoting growth and feed efficiencies, and that is why the duration of use requirement is important, we can no longer feed these medications on a consistent basis as a preventative measure.

While all of this new regulation seems burdensome and confusing, there are some positives that we can glean from them. It is forcing the industry as a whole to take a hard look at what practices we can improve in our operations to minimize the need to administer these drugs. Valley Wide has also been preparing for the VFD implementation. We have been working with the local veterinarians to ensure that we have a good relationship, as well as putting into place the needed procedures and computer software to meet the documentation and tracking requirements. Along with dealing with the new regulations we have also been actively looking for alternative options that we can offer our producers, natural ways to make up the gap that the medication left, and we have found some promising solutions that we have already adopted in our retail line of feeds.

We are striving to be our customer’s source for help and answers to all of their questions from regulation to nutrition and everything in between.
By Jason Pollard

Since 1989, Lund Dairy has seen many changes in its business, its products, and its services. Changes always occur with opportunity. Jeff Lund has been ready and willing to embrace it. Still dedicated to farming the land, milking cows, and providing food to millions of people throughout the world, Lund Dairy is here to stay.

Idaho is the third largest milk producer in the United States, with 100% of those dairies being farmer owned. Lund Dairy, is run by Jeff Lund and his two sons Jared Lund and Josh Lund. Growing up in South Dakota and frequently visiting relatives that had a dairy and farmed, Jeff always knew he would be involved in some way with agriculture. Graduating from Cal Poly with a degree in Ag Business, Jeff jumped into the world ready to support the dairy industry becoming a Dairy Loan Officer for the Bank of America. While working for the Bank, Jeff had some clients out in Idaho and saw a lot of potential headed this way, and thought it would be a great opportunity for him and his family.

Making his way to Idaho, Jeff built a relationship with Frank Veenstra. After much thought and action, Frank and Jeff decided to put together a dairy operation in 1989 called “V&L Dairy” which is based out of Wendell Idaho. Starting out with only 500 cows, the dairy took off and continued to grow into what it is today. After 16 years of partnership, Jeff bought out Frank's shares to the Dairy and continued the operation as Lund Dairy. They milk more than 2,300 cows three times a day, producing over 150,000 lbs of milk a month. Lund dairy has been built and operated to become a well-known dairy for Southern Idaho. Not only does Lund Dairy milk cows, but they also have their own heifer program from a day old and on. Jeff’s sons help herd the cattle, farm around 500 acres of farm land, and help manage the dairy operations. “I have always liked this lifestyle and thought this would be a good opportunity. Every day is a new challenge with the dairy business, but I enjoy the dairy lifestyle and working with cows and the people involved in the operation,” states Jeff.

Building a successful business and contributing to 2.1 Billion pounds of dairy products that are produced in Idaho each year, is only one part of how the cooperative is essential for agricultural business. Buying feed, fuel & lubes, propane, and supplies from the Country Store allows Jeff to keep running his business efficiently and maintaining his business without working with five different companies for service. He goes
on to say, “you need the service and the coop understands that. This past winter was the worst and the coop kept on top of things for us.”

Starting out as just an Idea, Jeff quickly put his idea on paper and turned it into a working operation creating a lifelong career that started out with only 500 cows and now 28 years later, milking more than 2,300. Jeff brings an unparalleled passion for the importance of dairy operations. His determination and willingness to invest in the community in which he lives provides jobs for 30 people and a successful dairy story. Jeff is focused on keeping his operation sustainable and successful for his two sons, providing many more years of work and food for the millions of people who need dairy products. It is people like Jeff that we take our hats off too, for the long hours, and the seven days a week work that sustain us for the future.
I have been very pleased with the services provided by Valley Agronomics. We are an independent farmer in the market place but based on Valley Agronomics quality of service, quality products and competitive pricing they continue to maintain a large part of our market share. The crop advisor that helps us has been proactive and continues to meet our needs. We enjoy working with Valley Agronomics and customer support that our crop advisor provides us with to keep us happy. Valley Agronomics strives to understand our program and what we are trying to do instead of pushing their own program on us. They have a concern for our needs and making sure we have what we need to accomplish our goals.
- Mike Larsen, Agronomist for Grant 4D Farms, Rupert Idaho

1920 – Buhl Coop is formed and is the earliest coop in the Valley Wide Root system

1931 – Franklin County Grain Growers is formed and merges with Valley Wide Cooperative in 2012

1965 – Arco Feed and supply is created

1975 – United coop purchased bulk plant, farm store, automotive center, and tire shop

1998 – Madison and Menan coop merge together to create Valley Wide Cooperative

2000 – Valley purchased fertilizer plant from Cenex

2013 – Valley Wide Cooperative acquired Cowboy oil out of Pocatello

2015 – Valley Co-ops inc merges with Valley Wide Coop to form one cooperative in southern Idaho
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Due to purchasing the Lamb Show Feed from Valley Wide, we have seen our sheep beef up quicker and have stayed healthier. Not only that, but because I can buy bulk feed from Valley my bill has been cut in half. I am not saying it is a cheap food but as far as ease of purchasing I would prefer to purchase bulk than several bags. With this change we are able to feed several at a time rather than just one or two. The feed has a good texture for our sheep, it is fresh, and manufactured locally.

In 2015 we were Reserve Champion, and in 2014 we were third in the State fair. This feed has made all the difference in the world. When a lamb comes off the creep feed to Show Feed produced by Valley they are ready to go and have no problem with the transition from creep feed to show feed. With the Valley Wide Feed our sheep are 20 to 40 pounds heavier than using the other feed. We are not purchasing other supplements to get that weight like we were with other feed options. Valley Wide Feed has been great for our needs and would recommend this to any one searching for a fresh, healthy, and quality feed.

-Dana Palmer
“Providing Propane services throughout Southern and Eastern Idaho, Northern Utah, Western Wyoming, and Eastern Oregon. What is relevant to you is relevant to us! Call us today and let us show you why we are the #1 propane provider in the State of Idaho.”